MAKING SPACES MATTER

REGULAR APPLICATIONS
WORKSPACES

CLASS A OFFICE BUILDING - SUPASLAT

MAKING SPACES MATTER
We believe that atmosphere is vital in every interior as it
leads to:
JELLYFISH, THE SHARD - MAXIBEAM

•
•
•
•

Improved occupier happiness
Greater footfall and longer dwell time
Increased revenues and return on investment
Delighted Clients

The following pages provide a glimpse of what you can realise
using Vtec’s products to create your vision.

SOFTWARE CO. - METAL & SLEEPER

HOSPITALITY

RETAIL

EDUCATION & LEISURE

AIRPORT HOTEL RESTAURANT - 3D

KENT & CURWEN - LONDON BRICK

CHARITY HQ - SUPASLAT

GATWICK LOUNGE - SUPASLAT

COSMETICS STORE - 4NO. PRODUCTS

LEADING UNIVERSITY - MAXIBEAMS

AKER SOLUTIONS - 3D PANELS

HEALTH DELI - BRICK & CONCRETE

FITNESS CENTRE IN CARDIFF - SUPASLAT

WORKSPACES

There has been much research
into the effects of the working
environment on occupiers. We
know from this, and our clients
experience, that benefits include
higher morale, improved occupier
performance, less sickness and
absence and reduced staff turnover.
With these results it is no wonder
that having excellent office interiors
is a high priority for companies.

In tandem with the desire for great
interiors there has been a rapid
development in the thinking behind
what is required for a successful
design.
This has led to today’s flexible and
friendly spaces which encourage
creative thinking and collaboration,
which our versatile systems are
designed to support.

CLASS A OFFICE BUILDING
WORKSPACES
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Acoustics

Supalat 4 Ceiling Panel
Screwfix - Integration with Services
Black Timber Effect Finish - FR Grade
Black Integrated Acoustic Textile - FR Grade

This stunning project in the heart of Bristol’s
conservation area was renovated using a superb mix of
high quality products in a stunning mix of colours and
textures.
Vtec’s SUPASLAT 4 was selected for its great
appearance, acoustic performance, and ease of
installation in various areas of this prestigious space.
Produced in its Screw-Fix format, the modules left our
factory ready for installation complete with integrated
acoustic backing for quick and easy incorporation into
the ceiling openings. Services were easily incorporated
across the multiple ceilings.

JELLYFISH, THE SHARD
WORKSPACES
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Details		

MaxiBeam - 200mm tall
Discreet Fixing-Cleat Method
Supalami Light Oak
Intersecting shapes and angles

At a prestigious location like Floor 22 of The Shard, it
was essential for Jellyfish that their office space
reflected their own dynamic and innovative brand.
Vtec’s MAXIBEAMS were chosen to enhance the ceiling
areas because their lightweight properties avoided
additional structural support work. This enabled true
design flexibility, resulting in fantastic features which
echo the shape and angles of building.
We worked with the installation team and provided full
technical support and drawings – this ensured that the
installation of the beams went smoothly despite their
complex layout. The intersecting beams above the bar
had to be installed in a specific order using individually
sized MaxiBeams.

NEW OFFFICE FOR SOFTWARE COMPANY
WORKSPACES
MATERIALS USED
Metal Tile

Verdigris 10 - Brass - Gloss Seal

Texture Panel
		

Weathered Sleeper Oak Panels
Oak Factory finish, large panel size for speed

This project included the communal and customer facing
areas for a fast-growing software company, and needed
to create a real point of difference in the environment.
As soon as customers step through the door, they are
greeted by an impressive Vtec WEATHERED SLEEPER
wall. Not only visually stunning, these quick-to-install
wall panels also concealed access doors.
Just around the corner is the break-out area, clad in Vtec
VERDIGRIS BRASS TILES. These fantastic tiles with rich,
jewel tones were perfect for creating an impact and
adding another dimension to this interior.

HOSPITALITY

Hospitality and interior design
industries have always been a
great match - where the creation
of an inviting interior is absolutely
essential.
Interiors of hotels and restaurants
not only need to ensure the
ultimate comfort for their clientele,
but they also have to wow, impress
and stay memorable so the guests
return time and again.

On top of comfort and visual
appeal, the selected finishes have to
be durable and easy to maintain.
Over the years, we have helped
interior designers and business
owners to achieve their vision
and create many characterful and
memorable interiors - from family
diners to luxurious retreats.

MANCHESTER AIRPORT HOTEL RESTAURANT
HOSPITALITY
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Details		

Groove 3 - 3D Wall Panel
Secret Fixing Method
Factory-Applied Paintable Foil for spraying on site
Pattern flowed from panel to panel

The restaurant at the Radisson Blu Hotel in Manchester
Airport is a busy place, so when it came to the
refurbishment it was essential the re-fit was quick.
It was here Vtec’s GROOVE 3 - 3D Wall Panels in a
paintable foil were used on the walls to help create
the contemporary style they wanted, with the pattern
flowing from panel to panel.
All the panels were machined to size, meaning there
was no cutting needed on site. The contractor chose to
spray the panels themsevles, so Vtec’s factory-applied
paintable foil removed the need for extensive priming on
site, reducing site down times and making install times
even quicker.

GATWICK AIRPORT LOUNGE
HOSPITALITY
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Acoustics

Supalat 3 Ceiling Tile
Lift & Shift - easily removable from ceiling grid
Solid Ash in Oak Stain - FR Grade
Black Integrated Acoustics Textile - FR Grade

In this new airport lounge project, the well-established
operator of VIP Lounges needed to provide similar
environments for economy passengers, so set out to
create the laid-back ambience of a New York Loft,
blending a warm, welcoming and informal look with
cleverly defined functional zoning.
Vtec’s SUPASLAT 3 with Acoustic backing provided the
perfect solution - the Solid Ash Slats creating a warm,
elegant look that works superbly with the lighting, and
the acoustic performance enhancing user comfort.
The Lift & Shift installation method ensured the tiles
were fully demountable for easy access to services, with
the lighting and speakers easily incorporated into the
tiles for maximum speed on site.

AKER SOLUTIONS HOSPITALITY AREA
HOSPITALITY
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Size		

Bespoke Design 3D Wall Panel
Secret Fixing Method
Factory Applied Gloss Metallic Black Foil
Made-To-Measure, including discreet doorways

This global oil solutions company needed to create an
impact in the reception, corridors and dining areas of
their hospitality areas.
Vtec’s highly durable BESPOKE 3D panels were the
perfect choice for the communal areas. Finished in Black
Metallic Foil on a bespoke pattern design they echoed
their market perfectly, creating an impressive backdrop
with a seamless, uninterrupted look concealing the inset
doorways.
The panels were produced and shipped in 4 phases to fit
in with the other works on site, and our team provided
full technical support and drawings to facilitate an easy
install.

RETAIL

With conventional high street
shops feeling the pressure of online
retailers, the design focus has
shifted towards great customer
experience.

Our easy-to-install decorative wall
solutions have been shopfitters
favourites since their introduction,
and our acoustic ceiling systems
prove to be equally popular.

Retailers are aware of the quality of
spacial design and the effect it has
on potential customers. They are
more willing to invest into a shop
fit-out, encouraging dwell time.

Speed of installation is paramount
in enabling clients to open their
stores quickly, minimising down
time and bringing Return on
Investment forward - this is where
Vtec’s systems excel.

KENT & CURWEN FLAGSHIP STORE
RETAIL
MATERIALS USED
Product
London Brick White Panels
From our Texture Range - large panel size for speedy install and ease
of installation

This quintessentially British brand needed the interior
to reflect their brand values when it came to
establishing its first flagship store in London.
Kent & Curwen’s designers chose Vtec’s LONDON
BRICK WHITE from the texture range as these beautiful
panels delivered the quality and aesthetics desired.
Combined with fixtures in metal and distressed timber,
the white panels created an ideal backdrop for
showcasing the collection without overpowering.
The large format panels were also quick to install with
minimal jointing, ensuring the store was open and
trading quickly, bringing a greater Return on Investment.

COSMETICS STORE - DUBLIN
RETAIL
MATERIALS USED
Groove 4 		
London Brick Multi
MaxiBeams		
Rust Effect 		

3D Wall Panel in Matt White Foil
Lighweight Texture Panels
Supalami Light Oak
Metal Tiles

The design of this cosmetics salon in the heart of Dublin
introduced different materials to break up the space and
create different zones.
The front of the store features Vtec’s LONDON BRICK
MULTI wall framed by trailing ivy which serves as a great
backdrop for the neon-lit logo. The other side of the
shop is kept white but not clinical, thanks to the mood
created by Vtec’s GROOVE 4 - 3D Textured panel.
Further in, our RUST EFFECT panels proved to be an
ideal choice of backdrop behind the industrial-style
product shelving, The look was completed with our
MAXIBEAMs which run along the length of the store
ceilings in varying heights and spacings.

HEALTH DELI - LONDON
RETAIL
MATERIALS USED
London Brick White & Rough Concrete Panels
From our Texture Range - large panel size for speedy install and ease
of installation

This High Street Client required an urban industrial
interior that would create a characterful environment to
enhance the customer experience and increase footfall.
To meet the design requirements, the contractors
selected Vtec’s ROUGH CONRETE and LONDON
BRICK WHITE. The installer made the concrete’s rough
“ballast” features flow across the walls, and the sign
writing provided the finishing touches.
The jointing method allowed London brick white to wrap
perfectly around the corner. The Deli staff have received
great feedback from visitors to their store, a testament
to the impact that texture panels create in any interior.

EDUCATION &
LEISURE

Leisure and Education may seem to
have little in common, until you are
considering spacial design.
Both of these industries usually call
for a fairly large, open spaces - be
it university auditoriums, sports
halls or cinemas - and due to the
nature of these buildings, they need
durable finshes and visitor appeal.

Typically such spaces require a
specific approach to ceiling design,
often involving acoustic treatment
to reduce reflected sound and
increase aural clarity.
We work with leading UK
educational and leisure
establishments, attending to their
specialist acoustic requirements
and meeting their decorative needs.

CHARITY HQ
EDUCATION & LEISURE
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Acoustics

Supalat 4 Ceiling Panel
Screwfix - overcame complex angles and shapes
Walnut Timber Effect Finish - FR Grade
Black Integrated Acoustics Textile - FR Grade

This stunning ceiling soars over the restaurant area of
the HQ of a well-loved charity. Acoustic performance
and visual beauty were pre-requisites for this project,
and the challenge of the intersection of the ceiling plane
and the angled walls added a unique twist.
For this design we used SUPASLAT 4 – Vtec’s lightweight and Quick-to-install slatted panel system – to
provide the desired appearance and the necessary
acoustic performance.
Incorporating both the efficiency of a modular principle
and the benefits of flexibility needed to cope with the
changing angles at the interface of walls and ceiling,
every one of the several hundred panels were in fact
unique.

NEW RECEPTION FOR MAJOR UK UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION & LEISURE
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Details		

MaxiBeam - 150mm & 550mm tall
Discreet Fixing-Cleat Method
Supalami Light Oak - FR Grade
Integrated fixing points for illuminated signage

The reception area of a major UK university was graced
with a bespoke curved reception desk, and the architect
intended to use this as the inspiration to create a unique
feature ceiling.
The architect contacted Vtec to achieve this with the
flexible MAXIBEAM system, using stunning 550mm tall
Beams around the curved frontage to create this
dramatic raft.
MAXIBEAM is a lightweight and quick-to-install
system, so could create this superb and imaginative ceiling feature without the need for complicated structures.
Variations in length, depth and direction enabled these
beams to provide unparalleled creative scope, and fixing
points and conduits were incorporated for the signage.

FITNESS CENTRE IN CARDIFF
EDUCATION & LEISURE
MATERIALS USED
Product
Installation
Finish		
Details

Supalat 5 Ceiling Tile & Ballustrade Panels
Lift & Shift on Ceiling, Secret Fix on Ballustrade
Oak Timber Effect Finish - FR Grade
Bespoke Lettering Incorporated into Slats

This superb purpose-built facility houses the gym where
elite performers from around the globe come to train, so
the client wanted their brand identity to be incorporaed
into the ceiling.
Vtec achieved this effortlessly using SUPASLAT 5 in
Lift & Shift format, a lightweight system enabling easy
integration into the ceiling grid. This also ensured future
access to the services above.
The tiles were delivered fully finished and ready to be
installed quickly into the ceiling grid - including
integration of the bespoke lettering. The wall panels in
the atrium also included this branding, meaning the
client’s stipulations were met with a fantastic result.

Need advice or insipration for your
space? Contact our expert team
today
Call
Email
Visit

03307 00 00 30
sales@vtecgroup.co.uk
Vtecgroup.co.uk
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